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Simultaneous nanometer-scale measurements of the strain and surface undulation distributions of strained Si (s-Si) layers on strain-relief

quadruple-Si1�xGex -layer buffers, using a combined atomic force microscopy (AFM) and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) system,

clarify that an s-Si sample formed by our previously proposed sputter epitaxy method has a smoother and more uniformly strained surface than an

s-Si sample formed by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy. The TERS analyses suggest that the compositional fluctuation of the underlying

Si1�xGex buffer layer is largely related to the weak s-Si strain fluctuation of the sputtered sample. # 2011 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

E
lectron and hole mobilities in Si are enhanced by
the introduction of strain. Biaxial global-strain-type
strained Si (s-Si) formed on a Si1�xGex strain-relief

relaxed buffer has been intensively applied to high-electron-
mobility transistors such as modulation-doped field-effect
and metal–oxide–semiconductor transistors.1–5)

However, when we form global-strain-type s-Si by cur-
rently used gas-source methods such as gas-source molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (GS-MBE) and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), a crosshatch undulation pattern is generally formed
on the surface with an undulation pitch of typically less than
1 �m.6) This surface undulation causes a nonuniform strain
distribution7) and variations in the physical properties and
device performance on the surface. This is a serious issue to
be solved for smaller and higher-density devices.

Recently, we have proposed a stepwise quadruple-
Si1�xGex-layer buffer (QL buffer) as a strain-relief relaxed
buffer.8) A smoother s-Si surface has been obtained on the
QL buffer by our proposed sputter epitaxy method, which
uses a combination of ultrahigh-vacuum-compatible magne-
tron sputtering and an Ar/H2 mixture working gas, than
by GS-MBE.9) Therefore, this s-Si surface formed by our
sputter epitaxy method is expected to have a more uniform
strain distribution.

Raman spectroscopy is one of the useful techniques
for evaluating the surface strain distribution; however, its
conventional spatial resolution is limited to about 1� 1 �m2

due to the diffraction limit and it is difficult to evaluate the
s-Si surface strain distribution with an undulation pitch of
.1 �m.

To obtain a higher spatial resolution, we have applied
a near-field and plasmon oscillation coupling method10,11)

and introduced a combined atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) system for
simultaneous measurements of surface topography and the
enhanced Raman shift spectrum for an s-Si surface. So
far, there has been one report, using a similar AFM-TERS
system, on strain variation at the nanometer scale within a
1.4 �m crosshatch segment on the s-Si surface on a Si1�xGex
graded buffer.11)

In this paper, using the AFM-TERS method, we first
report the relationship between the surface roughness and

the strain distribution, on the nanometer scale, of strained
Si on the stepwise QL buffer formed by our sputter epitaxy
method. The results are then compared with those obtained
with the GS-MBE method.

We show the sample structure in Fig. 1(a). Strain-relief
QL buffers and 60 nm s-Si layers on the QL buffers were
grown on 3–4� cm p-type Si(001) by our sputter epitaxy
method at a growth temperature, TG, of 500 �C and by
GS-MBE using Si2H6 and GeH4 as Si and Ge source
gases, respectively, at TG ¼ 600 �C. The QL buffers have
a structure of 30 nm Si0:7Ge0:3/80 nm Si0:75Ge0:25/30 nm
Si0:82Ge0:18/100 nm Si0:88Ge0:12 on Si(001). The relaxation
rate R values of the third and fourth (top) buffer layers of
the samples used in this work were 56 and 49% for the GS-
MBE sample, and 56 and 39% for the sputtered sample,
respectively. The R values of the fourth buffer layers vary
between �5%; however, all GS-MBE and sputtered samples
exhibit undulated and flat surfaces under these experimental
conditions, respectively.

The AFM-TERS measurements were carried out using
an integrated system consisting of a Nanonics atomic
force microscope and a Renishaw Raman spectrometer as
illustrated in Fig. 2. In the AFM and TERS measurements,
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of s-Si on our previously proposed QL strain-relief

buffer,8) and 30� 30 �m2 AFM images of surfaces of strained Si formed by

(b) GS-MBE and (c) our previously proposed sputter epitaxy method.9)
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a transparent cantilever with a Au nanoparticle with a
diameter of approximately 200 nm on its tip was used. A
Nd-doped Y–Al–garnet laser (Nd:YAG) with a wavelength
of 532 nm was used for excitation of surface plasmon
oscillation around the Au nanoparticle. Thus, enhancement
of the near field in the vicinity of the Au nanoparticle tip can
be generated.10)

In Fig. 1, we show typical 30� 30 �m2 AFM images of
s-Si surfaces formed by (b) GS-MBE and (c) our sputter
epitaxy method. A clear crosshatch undulation pattern is
observed on the GS-MBE sample surface and the standard
deviation � of the roughness distribution over the image was
5.6 nm. It is also noted that a crosshatch undulation with
� ¼ 4 nm has been reported with a Si1�xGex graded buffer,
graded up to x ¼ 0:29, formed by CVD at TG ¼ 500 �C.12)

On the other hand, on the sputtered sample surface, the
crosshatch undulation is very weak with � ¼ 0:93 nm. The
crosshatch pitches on both surfaces are approximately
400 nm. However, the sputtered s-Si surface is smoother
than the s-Si surface formed by GS-MBE. In the case of GS-
MBE using Si2H6 and GeH4, one-directional 60� lattice
plane slips are observed in the strain-relief buffer,9) which
results from the step-flow growth mode with hydride
adsorbates13) and causes a clear crosshatch undulation on
the surface. However, with the sputter method, multi-
directional 60� lattice plane slips are observed,9) which
may result from more isotropic two-dimensional island
nucleation with less movable nonhydrogenated Si and Ge
adsorbates than the hydrides and forms a smoother surface.

We measured both the TERS spectra and the AFM
morphologies along 1850 nm lines �–�0 and �–�0 on the
GS-MBE and sputtered sample surfaces, respectively, as
indicated in the AFM images shown in Fig. 3(a). The
brighter areas indicate more convex regions on the surface.
The lines pass through the crosshatch undulations for both
the samples. The corresponding AFM profiles are shown
in Fig. 3(b). The � values along �–�0 and �–�0 are 3.5 and
0.91 nm, respectively, and show changes in undulation
similar to those observed in the 30� 30 �m2 areas indicated
in Fig. 1.

The TERS Raman shift spectra measured at each point
along �–�0 and �–�0 are shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the
conventional Raman spectra, which are also shown at the
bottom of the right and left figures, Si–Si peaks from the s-Si
and four Si1�xGex QL buffer layers are clearly observed in
the TERS spectra. The TERS Si–Si peak positions fluctuate
with the measurement position. The Si–Si peaks obtained

from the s-Si layers are shown in Fig. 3(c). The large
Raman-shift changes over a distance of �200 nm suggest
that the TERS spatial resolution is at least on the order of
�200 nm. The � values of the s-Si peak positions along �–�0

and �–�0 are 0.91 and 0.33 cm�1, respectively. The Si–Si
Raman shift in s-Si depends on the strain as described
below. By comparing the AFM and Raman shift profiles in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the AFM peak height is found to be
slightly related to the Raman shift, the surface flatness is
strongly related to the strain uniformity of the s-Si layer, and
the s-Si layer formed by our sputter epitaxy method has a
more uniform strain distribution as well as a smoother
surface than that formed by GS-MBE.

The Si–Si Raman shift in Si1�xGex has been often
analyzed to be related to the Ge composition x and the
lattice strain.14) In this case, the Si–Si Raman shift
fluctuation in Si1�xGex, �!SiGe, depends on the composi-
tional fluctuation, �x, and the strain fluctuation, �"SiGe:
�!SiGe ¼ a�xþ bSiGe�"SiGe, where a and bSiGe are the
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Fig. 2. Schematic of AFM-TERS system for simultaneous measurement

of surface undulation profile and Raman shift spectrum for s-Si layer on

Si1�xGex multilayer buffer.
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Fig. 3. (a) AFM images and 1850 nm measurement lines along which

AFM profiles and TERS spectra are measured, (b) corresponding AFM

profiles, and (c) corresponding Si–Si TERS signal position profiles for s-Si

samples formed by GS-MBE (left side) and sputter epitaxy (right side).
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corresponding coefficients.15,16) On the other hand, the Si–Si
Raman shift in Si depends on the lattice strain, and the Si–Si
Raman shift fluctuation in s-Si, �!Si, reflects only the
strain fluctuation, �"Si: �!Si ¼ bSi�"Si. We have analyzed
the experimentally obtained Raman shift fluctuation data by
assuming these relationships. The fluctuation �!Si in s-Si
is influenced by the fluctuation �!SiGe in the underlying
Si1�xGex layers and the �!Si=�!SiGe ratio is given by
bSi�"Si=ða�xþ bSiGe�"SiGeÞ.17) If the fluctuation �!Si is
related only to the underlying compositional fluctuation
(i.e., �"SiGe ¼ 0), the �!Si=�!SiGe ratios for the GS-MBE
and sputtered samples are calculated to be 0.23 and 0.19,
respectively, using �"Si = R�x(cGe-cSi)/cSi, where cSi
and cGe are the lattice constants of relaxed Ge and Si,
respectively, and R values are 0.49 for the GS-MBE sample
and 0.39 for the sputtered sample, as described in the
experimental section above; a ¼ 68 cm�115) and bSi ¼ �784

cm�1.16) If the fluctuation �!Si is related only to the under-
lying strain fluctuation (i.e., �x ¼ 0), the �!Si=�!SiGe ratio
is calculated to be 0.83 using �"Si=�"SiGe = cSi0:7Ge0:3/
cSi, where cSi0:7Ge0:3 is the lattice constant of relaxed
Si0:7Ge0:3, and bSiGe ¼ �1043 cm�1 at x ¼ 0:3.16)

From the results shown in Fig. 4, the relationships
between the Si–Si Raman shifts of the s-Si layer and the
4th Si0:7Ge0:3 QL buffer layer are plotted in Fig. 5. The
�!Si=�!SiGe ratios correspond to the slopes of the lines
indicated in the figure. The slopes are 0:84� 0:10 and
0:14� 0:06 for the GS-MBE and sputtered samples,
respectively. The experimental results apparently show
different slopes between the GS-MBE and sputtered
samples. The �!Si=�!SiGe ratio of the GS-MBE sample
is close to the theoretical �!Si=�!SiGe ratio for �x ¼ 0,
which suggests that the main origin of the s-Si strain
fluctuation of the GS-MBE sample is attributed to the strain
fluctuation of the underlying Si1�xGex buffer layer.17) The
strain fluctuation is related to the crosshatch undulation. The
�!Si=�!SiGe ratio of the sputtered sample is 0:14� 0:06
and is smaller than the theoretical ratio of 0.83 for �x ¼ 0.
A factor which decreases the �!Si=�!SiGe ratio consider-
ably from that for �x ¼ 0 is the underlying compositional
fluctuation; thus, it is also suggested that the compositional
fluctuation of the underlying Si1�xGex buffer layer is largely
related to the weak s-Si strain fluctuation of the sputtered

sample. Even if the R values change in the ranges of
0:49� 0:05 for our GS-MBE samples and 0:39� 0:05 for
our sputtered samples, theoretical �!Si=�!SiGe ratios for
�"SiGe ¼ 0 vary within the ranges of 0:23� 0:03 and
0:19� 0:03, respectively. Thus, these R changes do not
affect the above suggestions. Since the crosshatch undula-
tion is considered to be reduced by surface flattening by
the multidirectional lattice plane slips in the case of the
sputtered sample,9) the Raman analyses also suggest that
multidirectional slips are initiated by the compositional
fluctuation as well as by less movable adsorbates than
hydrides. Further systematical study will clarify the precise
factors which induce the slight discrepancy between the
theoretical predictions and experimental results.

In conclusion, we first carried out nanometer-scale
simultaneous measurements of the strain and surface
undulation distributions for s-Si layers on our proposed
quadruple-Si1�xGex-layer buffers formed by GS-MBE and
our sputter epitaxy method using a combined AFM-TERS
system. The results show the strong relationship between
the surface flatness and the strain distribution uniformity.
The s-Si layer formed by our sputter epitaxy method has a
smoother surface with a more uniform strain distribution
than that formed by GS-MBE. The TERS analyses suggest
that the compositional fluctuation of the underlying Si1�xGex
buffer layer is largely related to the weak s-Si strain
fluctuation of the sputtered sample, which may also be
related to the multidirectional lattice plane slips which cause
the surface flattening.
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